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Ql. How would you describe the type of planning model that is used by 
the department when it attempts to solve a problem? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

Most people answered this question by talking about the decision-making 
process. The planning model was described as laissez faire and reactive with 
no long range plan. Students and adjuncts are not involved much. Overall 
the approach is rational and conservative with no radical solutions, but also 
fe\v creative ones. Don't always explore enough alternatives. Good attempt 
usually made to collect data about problem. 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

There were two "no connnents" and a third person described the d~cision
making process. Of the remaining two interviewees one described the model 
as discussing the problem at a faculty meeting, and the other described the 
model as muddling through until frustration is high. 

Q2. Who typically senses a problem or issue that needs to be addressed by the 
faculty? 

FQtl-time Faculty Responses: 

Sam and Jay most frequently mentioned; but most think it varies from 
issue to issue. One individual commented that problems are avoided and only 
minor issues tend to be dealt with in meetings. 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

Three people said "everybody" and the other two mentioned Sam, Hayden, 
and Harris. One person said Harris raises drastic suggestions. Another 
person e1nphasized that "everybody" referred to full-time faculty. 

Q3. Hm~ does action on a problem get initiated? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

Problem hrought to attention of faculty by person concerned, somet1.mes 
at initiation of students. Concerned person has Ed put issue on meeting 
ag~nda. 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

"Brought up at faculty meeting and activated if head of department 
agrees with it." 

"Talked about informally, brought up at faculty meetings, memo cir
culated." 

"Del>artment head tries to get someone to volunteer, sometimes makes 
assignment." 

"By waiting and suggesting something at the right moment." 

"After a ccmsensus is reached to take. action in a faculty meeting." 
~-.;· ... 



Q4. Who decidl!s whether a problem or concetn is worth dealing with? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

If any one faculty member thinks it's important, it's discussed. No 
problem so far with priorities. Ed is usually the leader at d:i.scussions. 
Ed handles minor administrative problems; others get involv .. ~d with more 
major probJ ~ms. 

Adjunct Factuty Responses: 

2. 

There were two "not sure" and two "by consensus" responses. The fifth 
person said "chiefly department head. Consensus doesn't seem to work too 
well." 

Q5. What is your perception of the decision-making process when issues are dis
cussed within the department? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

There was much difference of opinion here. On one extreme it was 
stated that no argument or bitterness over issues occurs; and things run 
fairly smoothly in getting issues resolved. On the other extreme it was 
stated that a tyrany of the majority exists with one member often being 
overruled ending in frustration. While consensus seems to be the ideal, 
it was unclear how often this really.occurs. Seems to be some tendency to 
avoid or diffuse conflicts, and ~vhen they are confronted they are sometimes 
resolved by voting (power of majority) when people won't move or the dis
cussion becomes redundant. Sometimes consensus is reached through compromis~; 
but sometimes people just give appearance of consensus to avoid trouble withir. 
the group. 

~~junct FacuJ ty Responses: 

"Strength of personality - the more a person argues and is insir.tent or 
eloquent the more likely he is to win. Decisions aren't made on basis of 
what planners do after graduation." 

" .. Jery good oue, trust it, open to all to participate. Disagreements 
allowed to surface and attempt to work them out." 

"Ed SP.ems to make the decisions, but he seeks inputs. Never at a 
meeting were decisions made without consensus. Faculty tends to sup~rc~s 
true feelings. Full-time faculty can change department head's mind on most 
:J.ssues." 

"Minor items - department head. Major items - consensus of faculty." 

Q6. Who is most helpful in discussions on department related issues? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

Hayden and Jay mentioned most, Sam and Ed next. Hayden keeps things 
structured best. Jay has good knowledge of planning but over responds. 
Sam strong handed, but has good ideas. 

Adjunct Fa2ulty Responses: 

Ed and Jay named twice, Sam and Hayden once. Ed, Sam, and J<>y described 
as having most information and being power base of department. Two said 
"don't know". 



Q9. Cont'd. (Two things about working relationships that need to change) 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

The responses of the adjunct faculty on the following issues differed 
somewhat from those of full-time faculty members. There was no apparent 
consensus among them in most of their responses. 

4. 

As fer as the things that need to be changed about working relationships 
within the department, specific policy is desirable regarding the role of the 
adjunct in departmental affairs, private consulting done by the faculty, a 
formal way of dealing with student concerns, and a system to continuously 
evaluate and re-set curriculum goals and objectives. There should be more 
openness, more accessibility of the professors for one-to-one work with stu
dents, more effort at taking feelings into account, and closer communication 
between faculty and adjuncts and faculty and students. It was also suggested 
that the head of the department make more decisions on his own. 

QlO. What are two things about working relationships within the department that 
you feel should remain the same? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

Those characteristics of the department that should remain the same are 
primarily the respect among the faculty for each individual's talents and 
vie\-7points, the practice of reaching decisions on issues as a committee of 
the whole faculty, the good balance in the faculty, and the spirit and pride 
in the department. Additional characteristics to be maintained include the 
faculty's ability to work well together, the use of adjunct faculty, regular 
meetings, and the flexible curriculum. 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

Those things which should remain the same include use of adjunct faculty, 
strict admission standards, the co-op program, pushing students to their 
limits of performance, regular faculty meetings, the high activity level, and 
the excitement in various interest areas. 

Qll. ~Vhat is the relationship of the department to the rest of the college? 

Full-time Faculty Responses: 

The major response was that there is not much of a relationship. A 
couple of faculty mentioned good ties with Architecture. Other relationsh1.pr. 
that exist include a common proble~solving orientation, some faculty members 
with similar interests, and some serve on committees with members of other 
departments. 

Adjunct Faculty Responses: 

The relationship to the rest of the college is viewed as fairly good. 
Most think the department is respected and is sometimes aloof from the rest 
of the college. 



Faculty 

Ql. 1975 graduates 

Skills:**- ability to address unfamiliar problems 
- a basic repertoire of land use pl<~nning 

methods 
- ability to work with a variety of planning 

specialists, citizens, community leaders 
***- ability to communicate reasonably well in 

written and graphic form 
- ability to learn about substantive areas in 

planning 
- certain degree of self-direction and guidance 
- ability to manage planning problems 
- most planning skills save highly specialized 

ones 
- can collect data 
- can define a planning problem and establish 

work schedule to accomplish planning report 

Persona! values: 
*- it is possible to improve urban life to some 

degree and a desire to work toward that 
•- politics controls decisions: planner is 

somewhat cynical about this but willing 
to work with system 

*- sympathy and willingness to serve as advo
cate for the poor and minorities 

**- a good helping of the usual middle class 
values (works hard, diligent, performance 
oriented) 

*-planner as expert(to become a competent re-
spected professional) 

- varies considerably 
- very few in terms of societal political 
- interested in earning an adequate income 
- lack of confidence 
- apolitical lack of stance on issues of import 

Career goals: 
*- a position as director of public planning 

agency 
*- or a senior associate or partner in a plan

ing consultina firm 
- earn a master's degree in a planning-related 

field 
*- uncertain-unsure 

to fit into whatever is available 
- self-advancement 
- positions for administrative responsibility 

Graduates of Department 

Ql. 1975 ]YEjcal Graduate 

Skills 
he has: -oral and visual communication skills 

- ability to approach problem in logical manner 
- ability to work alone or in groups 

**- ability to come up with alternative solutions 
- can operate in a variety of areas ( community, 

transporation, environment) 
- physical planning analysis, design 

Personal values: 
- hard to say specifically 
- need for teamwork 

*- orientation towards accomplishing something 
rather than trying for the ultimate 

- concern for environment_ 
- advocacy orientation 
- interested in citizen particioation 
- to educate citizens about planning 

Care£! goals: 
- grad school in law or architecture 

**- jobs in planning 

- no particular orientation 
working towards a chief position wherever 

they go 
- working in local areas 

Adjunct Faculty 

**- physical and special situation 
assessment 

*- problem solving ability 
- graphics ability 
- urban designer skills 
- physical design skills are good 
- appreciation for social sciences but 

not well trained in them 
- an understanding of the basic planning 

process, existing techniques, and how 
to apply them 

- weak in related planning skills such 
as economics, policy, social welfare 

- highest degree of personal values 
- wanting to learn, questionning 
- commitment to well being of fellow man 

and society 
- committed to trying to cope with pro

blems of cities 
- sociologically oriented 
- idealistic: overbalanced concerned 

about human rights and welfare 
-social consciousness: moderate 
- commitment to quality environment 
- hard working 

- wanting to serve people 
- a job which would enable them to make 

changes in the world 
geared toward very narrow area of munici

ple planning with consulting agency or 
government body 

- to want to continue to learn about plan
ning and to try to convert planning 
from an art to a science 

- doesn't know 

Current Students 

- ability to research and analyze data 
- minimum of design skills 
- general planning skills rather than 

technical skills 
**- technical expertise from co-op jobs 

- general communication skills 
- understanding how various models have 

been used to solve problems 

- regional planning orientation 
- traditional white middle class 
- no typical set of values 

*- orientation to public kinds of problems 
- advocacy orientation 

- improving the quality of life 
•- to get any type of planning job they can 

- graduate s~hool 
- getting an action oriented job as op-

posed to just planning 



03. Reasons why department is needed: 

**- problems in urban areas require professional 
planning and design 

- an urban university like U.C. which has declared 
its mission to be urban oriented should have 
such a professional education department 

- this department is directing its efforts ef
fectively toward this need, and its efforts are 
not duplicated by any other department at this 
university 

- undergraduate planning education has been accepted 
by the profession, and the graduates of this 
department are holding responsible positions (see 
alumni report '74) 

- graduates of the department hold it in high regard 
and assist us in refining and modifying our 
program 

- this is not a good question because strong depart
ments which perform well don't get into such a 
situation; our department is stron~ 

- resources in society need to be allocated for the 
benefit of all human society: planners are trained 
to be able to do this 

- man has innate need for beauty and order 
- planning concepts are generally applicable to many 

disciplines (e.g., business; public administration; 
education; health services) 

- we provide a great deal of service to the greater 
ccimmunity (e.g., OTR, City Planning Commission; 
ORRCC) 

- it is one of the few departments that develops a 
holistic approach to society by dealing with 
problems vs. discipline 

- department considered tops in undergraduate educa-
tion in planning 

there is a large demand for planners 
in the real world 

- this program has a good reputation in 
the field 

- this is one of very few undergraduate 
programs in the country 

*- enrollment could be increased due to 
demands to get into department 

*- helps increase the quality of urban life 
*- world changes so fast that we need to 

train people who can keep up with it 
- city planners will supply the impetus 

for managing the environment 
- the faculty has in depth training and 

have kept up with advances in the areas 
- the university has an obligation to 

teach the society how to maintain itself 
and the environment 

- the number of such undergraduate programs is increasing 
- it's the only program with a co-op 
- it's probably the most successful department in DAA in 

terms of student/alumni performance 

Graduates of Department 

Q3. Reasons why department is needed: 

*- department turns out people who can be of 
immediate value to community 

- other departments are more expendable 
- we help people deal with the future 

*- program helps show the common elements across 
a number of different disciplines 

- program provides people with an opportunity to 
beocome aware of their environment and learning 
how to deal with it 

- it's a good program 
- graduates can go into a variety of fields 

current Students 

*- society neoeds planning because the 
quality of life would be decreased 

- helps keep disorganization from de
termining a person's life 

- necessary for coordinating the middle 
man between theorists and practitioners 

- only such undergraduate program in the 
country 

- it's a growing field 
- better than a liberal arts education; 

similar but more basic and comprehensive 



Faculty Adjunct Faculty 

Q4: current educational values, content goals and methods and processes used to obtain them. 

_a. Educational Values a·nd methods used to obtain them: 
*- undergraduate professional education should be 

general: accomplished through broad range of 
courses available which deal with soc~al eccnomic, 
and political matters 

*- professional education should have a C·.:>::-e of 
course work: accomplished through co-op, and lecture 
and studio requirements 

•- professional education should provide a student with 
marketable skills: courses like Planning Graphics I 
& II, Methods and Techniques of Urban Planning, Com
puter Applications in Urban Planning, Design Tech
nology II, Planning Studios and Thesis 
a general professional eaucation should provide 
opportunities for culturally-broadening study: 
provision of 18 credit hours of non-professional 
electives to be taken in last three years 

**- individual interests should be recognized within 
a professional program: provision of 18 credit 
hours of specialization within planning 

-experiential learning is important: studio courses, 
planning games and other exercises used 

- it's important to provide opportunities for students 
to learn about their interests at the time of those 
interests: areas of concentration is self-chosen, 
non-sequential studio and core courses 

*- friendly informal relationships between faculty 
and students are important: small size studios 

- some ?Ynthesis of learning must be provided for: 
problem solving studios 

- actual work experience helps to mature student 
and generates self-confidence also shows relevance 
of academic work: co-op 

*- diversity of educational experience is important: 
faculty have diverse interests, a variety of 
course and actual work is present (co-op, studios, 
lectures) 

- a rational approach to problem-solving is important: 
problem-solving approach to rational decision making 
is emphasized in courses 

- lack of openness is prevalent: omitting or lack of 
willingness to have ongoing student-faculty review 
process of curricuium 
lack of logical base: planning is presented as a 
"fait-accompli" when it is really quite a new field 

- lack of cultural-intellectual base: we do not empha
size the relationships of interpersonal relationships 
and the values of our economic- social- political be
liefs 

Graduates of Department 

- students should develop the idea as 
early as possible that he is a pro
fessional person and should work with 
faculty as such 

- being able to engage in problem solving 
is necessary 

- attempts should be made to understand 
"what's a process" 

- hard work is valued 
- adaptiveness is important - being able 

to utilize skills and techniques in 
different situations 
learning how to work in teams: studio 
work 

- it is possible to do a whole project in 
one quarter: thesis requirement 

- prerequisites are valuable in building 
a professional person who can do a job 
himself: existence of prerequisite 
courses 

Current Students 

Q4: Current educational values, content goals and methods processes and procedures used to obtain them. 

a. values and Methods, Processes and Procedures: 

- learn as much as you want - they start you but 
where and how far you go is your own responsibility 
orientation to physical planning in the current 
course structure 

- students need many alternatives and opportunities 
to investigate many different kinds of topics and 
subjects 

- the professor is a consultant and facilitator of 
learning 

- teamwork is very important 
-students should be allowed a lot of freedom to 

choose their directions - independent study 

- emphasis on group work 
- stress on physical planning instead of 

social and economic 
**- the co-op program allows some of the 

values on real world experience to occur 
- general background in a number of aspects 

of planning 
- developing an orientation in students to 

satisfy public needs 
- develop problem-solving ability in stu

dents 
educate students to understand the envi
ronment he is working with 

- orientation towards the individual stu
dent is valuable - small student faculty 
ratio 
placing tension on students by having 
design studios where you do a lot of work 

- instill self-discipline in students 



Q5. What are 2-5 new educ3tional '!CJluc'S.._~~_or:t<_nt qoals ,o;nd the m~thuds, orocesses, anci procedures 
that will allow you to obtain them to i::.orovc the nroLrraM? 

a. New educational values and n·.ethods to obtain tC1em: 

***- that non-professional course '~ork shc.ucl be cul
turally enriching in the Arts and Humanities 

- that a professional ?rcgram should be structured 
to build upon previous learning experience 

- that undergraduate students in planning should 
have contact with graduate students for the in
tangible, non-classroorr. learninc; \vhich this provides 

- flexibility in our expectations of length of time 
it will take students to conplete program 

- re-examine "core" which seems to inclucie require
ments unnecessary to some "areas of concentration" 

- re-examine our present focus--"general planning 
with areas of concentration" - is this too re
strictive? 

- re-examine our student advising system - need to 
reach a real person to person system 

- extreme educational alternatives like the London 
AA program in which the whole 5 courses/quarter 
jazz is discarded for a quarter 

- no changes really although we seem to be expecting 
too much of our kids in terms of time 

-encourage further diversity of approaches (i.e., 
models): bring in outside experts for short work
shops, further training of current faculty, more 
a.id from adjuncts, new coursi"s 

- thesis-anti-thesis-synthesis (logical base) 
approach to our courses 

- that our students should become astute observers 
and communicators of life and processes that 
affect it 

- change social consciousness 
- an emphasis on motor perceptual skills 

Graduates of Deoartment 

- understand collective desire, be able 
to work with group, and m.:·et personal 
goals: more specific training in group 
process skills 

- be able to approach every situation as 
a learning situation 

- planners need to work on a project for 
a whole year from A-Z: increase time 
allotted to senior thesis 

- the real world is very important and 
planners need to be very realistic 

- feedback into the curriculum should 
be constant and always 

- less specialization 
less formal lectures and more informal 
class setting 

Current Students 

QS. What an• 2-5 new cducationnl vnlues, cont£>nt goals and the methods, processes, and procedures 
that will nllow you to obtain them to improve the program? 

a. New educational values and methods to obtain them: 

- students should become more involved in classes 
by public speaking 

- would be helpful to learn how to work with news 
media 

- a looser curr icul urn ;.;hich would allow electives 
such as geology as part of electives 

- less emphasis on physical planning in studio 
courses; more into legQl, and social aspects 

- more practice on how to implement what is 
realistic 

- need a stronger analytical base to 
teaching; students are told to be 
analytical but not 'sure what that 
means; so he's not sure he's been 
taught 

- faculty are very prejudiced as indi
vidual toward better students; some 
faculty won't waste time with those 
they feel are not the cream of the 
crop or else super interested in 
their particular field 
students need to be more involved in 
departmental and curriculum decision 
making 
students should decide format for 
classes after initial lectures by 
professor 
less emphasis on papers and more on 
thought and comprehension of learning 

- less orientation toward administration 
and more toward all aspects of plan
ning so students see more choices 

- more emphasis on individual, his capaci
ties and output instead of a team output 

- need new faculty; present arc getting 
stagnant and less responsive 

- open up social and decision-making 
processes of planning 

- scheduling would be different; students 
often have several demanding coursE·s at 
once 

- more flexibility needed; perhaps have 
a set of independent study options 

- communication skills need to be 
strengthened 

- a senior thesis where it is "the thing" 
you do in your senior year; current 
requirement does not have this quality 
to it. Eliminate other course work in 



PART II 

Staff Meetings 

The philosopher Martin Buber once said, 11All life is meeting." 
No matter how that statement makes you feel, you will probably 
-agree that university personnel hold a lot of meetings, and that 
much depends on their quality. We are thinking specifically of 
either meetings in which the entire faculty of your department 
meets or meetings in which only a part of the faculty meets 
(committee meetings). 

Name of the meeting you are considering ______________________________ _ 

How often does it usually meet? ______________________________________ __ 

Length of typical meeting ____________________________________________ __ 

Now please consider what usually or typically happens in this meet
ing. Beside each of the items below, put one of the following num
bers. 

5 This is very typical of this meeting~ it_ happens 
repeatedly. 

4 This is fairly typical of this meeting; it happens 
guite often. 

3 This is more typical than not, but it doesn•t 
happen 2.. lot. 

2 This is more untypical than typical, though it 
does happen ~· 

1 This is quite untypical; it rarely happens 
0 This is not typical at all; it never happens. 

Average Response: 
1. 3.3 \1hen problems come up in the meeting, they are thoroughly 

explored until everyone understands what the problem is. 

2. 1·. 4 The first solution proposed is often accepted by the group. 

3. ~3~ __ People come to the meeting not knowing what is to be pre
sented or discussed. 

4. 4.1 People ask why the problem exists, what the causes are. 

5. 2.6 There are many problems which people are concerned about 
which never get on the agenda. 

6. 1. 5 There is a tendency to propose answers without really hav
ing thought the problem and its causes through carefully. 

Please go on to the next page 



Use the same key as before: 

5 This is very typical of this meeting; it happens 
repeatedly. 

4 This is quite typical of this meeting; it happens 
.[iUite often. 

3 This is more typical than not, but it doesn't happen 
!!_ lot. 

2 This is 
happen 

1 This is 
0 This is 

more untypical than typical, though it does 
some. --
quite untypical; it rarely happens. 
not typical at all; it never happens. 

7. 3~6 The group discusses the pros and cons of several different 
alternate solutions to a problem. 

8. 2.1 People bring up extraneous or irrelevant matters. 

9. 4.3 The average person in the meeting feels that his ideas 
have gotten into the discussion. 

10. 3.1 Someone summarizes progress from time to time. 

11. 2 Decisions are often left vague -- as to what they are, 
and who will carry them out. 

12. 4.5 Either before the meeting or at its beginning, any group 
member can easily get items on to the agenda. 

13. 1.5 People are afraid to be openly critical or make good 
objections. 

14. 2.3 The group discusses and evaluates how decisions from 
previous meetings worked out. 

15. 2.1 People do not take the time to really study or define 
the problem they are working on. 

16. 1.3 The same few people seem to do most of the talking during 
the meeting. 

17. 1.3 People hesitate to give their true feelings about problems 
which are discussed. 

18. 3.8 When a decision is made, it is clear who should carry it 
out, and when. 

19. 1.1 There is a good deal of jumping from topic to topic -
it's often unclear where the group is on the agenda. 

20. 1.1 From time to time in the meeting, people openly discuss 
the feelings and working relationships in the group. 

Please ao on to the next oaae 



• 

STAFF MEETINGS: SUV~ffiRY OF DATA 

There were six responses from the department on the staff meet
ing questionnaire. All respondents were full-time faculty members in 
the department. Each respondent chose to focus on a department meet
ing, held approximately every two weeks and lasting about 1~ to 2 
hours. 

Five instruments were complete, every question answered. The 
sixth instrument had numerous blanks and/or written answers to parti
cular items. Wherever possible these responses were assigned a rank
ing on the instrument scale. 

Overall, there was general agreement on many items in the ques
tionnaire. This seemed to indicate that in numerous areas most 
department members held the same impression or understanding about 
what does or does not occur at a departmental meeting. 

This is not to deny the existence of substantial disagreement 
on certain items or that the agreement may be reflected by a clus
tering around a particular end of the rating scale. But it is impor
tant to note that on many items the majority of the respondents were 
in general agreement. 

The data suggests that the problem-solving process utilized at 
a meeting allows for exploration of why the problem exists and the 
causes of the problem but may not allow for taking the time to really 
study or define the problem. The respondents did not agree on 
whether the graup discusses and evaluates how decisions from previous 
meetings worked out. The group does not see itself as being very 
creative in developing solutions. The responses indicated that a 
problem is usually explored until everyone understands the nature of 
the problem, each person is given the opportunity to express their 
ideas and the group discusses both sides of an issue. 

There was agreement on the ability of persons to get items on the 
agenda and that the agenda is followed throughout a meeting. There 
was little agreement on whether people come to the meeting knowing 
what is to be presented or discussed or not. There seemed to be some 
feeling that there are some problems which do not get on the agenda. 
It was indicated that the same problems seem to keep coming up over 
and over again at meetings. 

In general there are few situations where people felt antagonistic 
or negative during a meeting and would better describe themselves as 
feeling satisfied or positive during a meeting. There was a strong 
response to indicate that people do not remain silent at meetings nor 
do they bring up extraneous or irrelev nt matters. There was little 



2. 

agreement on whether people are afraid to be openly critical or 
make good objections. The responses indicated that people do seem to 
give their true feelings about problems which are discussed, but do 
not openly discuss the feelings and working relationships in the 
groupo 

There was little agreement on how the group handles conflicts 
over decisions or disagreements in a meeting. 
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